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Abstract. In this paper, we walk in the footsteps of the stimulating 
paper Dy Lee Breslau and Scott Shenker entitied "Best-effori vs. Reser- 
vation~: A Simple Comparative Analysis"[l]. In fact, we finally follow 
their invitation to use their rnodels as a sstal-ting point and eztend then  
to.reason about the very basic but still very auch debated architectural 
issue whether quality of service (QoS) mechznisms lilte admission control 
and service differentiation are necessary or if overprovisioning with a sin- 
g;ie service class does the job just as well at lower system complexity. M% 
analytically compare two QoS systems: a QoS system using admission 
contro! and a reservation mechanism tliat cax guarantee bandwidth for 
f l~ws respectively offers service dserentiation based on priority queue- 
ing for two service classes and a system with no admission control and a 
single best-eEort service class. 

Keywords: Quality of Service, Network Architecture. 

The first set of models we use are based on those by Breslau and Shenker. They 
assume a single bottleneck and a single type of traffic (elastic, strictly inelastic 
or adaptive) using ehe bottleneck and then analyse th.e expected total utility 
by assuming a certain probability distribution f ~ r  the number of flows. The 
main effects investigated with these models are admission control and bandwidth 
guarantees. As is common and good przctice in sciences, we first reproduce the 
results of Breslau and Shenker and ihen give some further insights. The second 
set of models is an original contribution of this paper. Contrary to the other 
models, they analyse a given load situation and a t raf ic  m.ix consisting o,f elastic 
and inelastic flows filling the link at the Same time. By incorporating queueing 
theory and the TCB fgrmula, the second set of models allows us to investigate 
more sophisticatec! utility functions and more realistic network behaviour than 
the first set. The main effects investigated with these models are scheduling and 
service differentiation. 

2 On the Benefit of Admission Coiitrol 

Shenker and Breslau [I, 71 analyse two fundarnentally different QoS systems in 
their work: 
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1. A best-effort (BE) system without admission control where all flows ad.mitted 
to the network receive the same share of the total bandwidth. 

2.  A reservation based QoS system with admission control, where oniy the 
flows are admitted to the network that optimally (w.r.t. total. utility) 31s 
the network. Their bandwidth is guaranteed by the system. 

1A7e start with a h ~ d  load model that assumes a given traffiv load for the network. 

2.1 Fixed Load 

The fixed load model Lrom [Y], also pubiished in [ I ] ,  assumes that there are a 
number of identical flows requesting service from a link with capacity V. The 
utiiity funetior: u(b) of a f!ow is a fuzction of the link ba~dwidth b assigned for 
that Eow with: 

A fiow rejected by the admission control is treated as receiving Zero band- 
width, resulting in Zero utility. The link capacity is split eveniy among the flows 

,-# 

so that the total xtility U of k admitted flows is given Dy U ( k )  = k . U ( % )  

If there exists some E > 0 such that the function u(b) is convex büt not 
concavel in the neighbourhood [0, E ] ;  then there exists some km, such that 
U(k„,) > V ( k )  Yk > km,. In this case, the network is overlcaded vhenever 
more thzn km, flows enter the network; the system with admission contro2 
would yield the higher total utility because it could r~st r ic t  km,. 

If the utility function u(b) is strictly concave, then U ( k )  is a strictly monc- 
tonically increasing function of k.  In that case, the total utility is maximised Sy 
always allowing flows to the network and not using admission zontroi. 

Elastic Applications. typicaily have a strictly concave utility function as ad- 
ditional bandwidth aicls perf~rrnmce but the marginal improvement decreases 
with V. Therefore, iE 31: f l ~ w s  a,re elastic, the Pest-e&rt syste-m withcut admission 
control would be the optimal choice. 

Looking at the other extreme of the spectrum, tlzere are strictly ine?astic 
applications like traditiorial teiephony that require their dota to  arrive withi;: a 
given delay bound. Their -- perfarmance dces not improve if data arrives earlier, they 
need a fixed baridwidth b for the deiay bound. Their utiiity kncticn is given by 

which leads to a total utility of 

This rules out, fgnctions simpie linear functions u(b) = ao + al . b which wuuld, by 
the way, also violate (1). 



In this case, adxlission control is clearly necesszry to  maxlmise utiiity. Ir' no 
adrnission control is used and t,he number cf fiows exceeds the threshold C/&,  
the total i~tility U ( k )  drops to Zero. The two extreme cases of elastic and strictly 
inelastic a,pplicat,icns show that the Internet z ~ d  telephozle network architectures 
were designed to rneet trhe needs of their original class of applications. 

Another type 2re tSe abzptive a.pplbcatior-s; tfiey x e  designed t.o a.d~pt. 
their transnissicn rate to  the cirrrently a\~aiiable bandwidth a.r,d reduce tc pa.cke"L 
dela,jr variatiocs by bufferi~g. Breslau/Shenker propose ihe S-sha.ped utility fcnc- 
tion wiUh para.met,er .K 

to modei these applications. For sinall bandwidths, the utility increases quadrat- 
icdly ( ~ ( b )  a g) and for iarger bandwidths it siowlg approaches one (u(b) ;- 
1 - e- '). The exact shape is determiaed by n. 

Far these Aom:s, the total utilfty U ( k )  has a peak ät some Enite km&, Si;t t.he 
decrease in tatai utility for k > km, is much more gentle thm for the stric-i1.y 
inelastic applications. The rescrvätion bzsed systein thus has an advantage over 
the best-effort system, b ~ i  tm70 questions remain: The firs'r, is whethein t h a h d -  
vart,tage is Earcje enough t o  justEfy the  additionab compiexity of the reservation 
bäsed QoS system and the seuond is, how likeEy is the situation where k > km,. 
These qtaestions are addressed in the next section with the variable 1oa.d m3del. 

1"\4odel. Bresla~ and She~lker [I] a~a lyse  the likelihood of an overioad situatios 
f ~ r  the strictly inela,stic and adaptive applications by assuming a given ~ r o b a -  
bility distribution P(k)  of the number of Aows k. They iIse two models, a, model 
with a discrete and one with a coniinuous number cf ilows k. M7e base or;r fol- 
lowing arlalysis on the discrete model and on the algehraic loa,d distribution. [I! 
also coatzins results ISr a Poisson ar?d exponentiai 1oa.d distributicn, but they 
do not lead to fundamentaiiy new insigilts. 

Fnr the clgebraic load Ystrzbuticn P ( k )  = L' the load decays at a slower 
than exponential rate over a lege range. It has three parameters V ,  X and z2.  
The algebraic di~t~ribution is normalised so that CE, P(k )  = 1; we ana'.yse 
z E (2, 3, 4). 

Simila~ to [I], for the following analysis are chocse the parameters of the 
probability distributions so that tthe expected nxmbzr of Raws E(k)  = CEO=, k . 
P(k) is 100. Wr the utility functioas, = 1 in (2) an6 K = 0.62086 in (4) as tbis 
parameter setting yields km, = C for both utility functions. 

TSe two utility fzncticns analysed should be Seen as the extremes of a spec- 
trum. The strictly inelastic utility function does not tolerate any deviation Lrom 
the reque~ted minimum bandwidth i> at  dl, while the adaptive utility f~n i t i on  

X is introduced so that the distribution c m  be normalised for a given aymptotic 
pawer law z. 
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embodies fairly large changes in utility across a wide range of bandwidths above 
and below C/ kmax. 

The expected total utility Ü B E  of the best-effort system is 

The QoS system can limit the aumber of flows to km,. The expected utility 
- k m ,  ( C )  
UgOs  of the QoS system is ÜQ,s(C) = ~ ( k ) . k . ~ ( ? ) +  P (k ) .  

k=l k=kmaz (C)+1 
7 C 
lcmax u ( . K J q ) .  

To compare the performance of the two QoS systems, the authors of [I] 
propose the bandwidth gap ZLS a perforrnance metric. She bandwidth gap is 
the additional bandwidth Ac necessary for the best-effort system so that the 
expected total utilities are equal: ÜQOs(C) = UBE(C + AC) 

We propose a different metric: the unit-less overprovisioning factor OF. 
It puts the bandwidth gap in relation to the original bandwidth 

The overprovisioning factor expresses the bandwidth increase necessary for a 
best-effort based QoS system to offer the Same expected total (respectively av- 
erage) utility as the reservation based one. 

Evaluation. The overprovisioning factors for the strictly Icelastic and the adap- 
tive utility function and far the algebraic !oad distributions wer a wide range of 
link bandwidths C are shown in Fig. 1. She reader is reininded of the fact that 
the expected number cf flows E(k )  is 100. 

The algebraic load distribution 
decays slowly. The lower z? the slower 

rihptive App!icltions (I=>) 
Adaptive Applicalionr (d) - 

20 40 M1 30 IN) l2ü 140 !60 180 1 0  

Link Cipcity C 

tlie decay. Far the inelastic applica- 
tio~ls, the vzry slow decay for z = 2 
res~ l t s  in a signfScantly higher over- 
provisioning factor (2.70 if capacity 
eqilals demand and 2.67 if capac- 
i t y  equals twice the demand in the 
strictly inelastic czse) than for the 
5igher values of (or fcr the exponen- 
t i d  load distribution in Ei], where the 
overprctvisioning factor is aroilnd 2). 
For adaptive applicatlo~s, t he wer- 

Fig. I .  Results provisioning factor is close to one (be- 
tween 1.0.5 aJnd 1.14 if capacity equals 
demacd) . 

The results here and in [lj show thät the overprovisioning factor is close 
to uni.ty for adaptive appiicatigns and significantljr higher than unity for the 
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inelastic applications. She link capa.city significaatly influences the perforrnance 
of both QoS systelns and the overprovisioning factor. The reservation based 
QoS cystem can provide significant adt-antages over the pure best-effort syst'em 
in a well dimensioned network for strictly inelastic applications. For adaptive 
applications, the dvantage is ra.ther lonr in a weli dimensioned network. 

2.3 Summary and @onci.usions 

I h e  analysis above respectively in [I] gives valuable insigilts but cag also be 
criticised in some points: 

-- + U  T+ asecmes that. orly a single type of application utilises the nstwork. If 
different applications with different requirenzents iitilise a iletwork at khe 
Same time, &OS systems can differentiate between them - e.g. by protecting 
ioss sensitive flows or by giving delay sensitive AOWS a. higher scheduling 
priority - ai-~d offer a further advantage over the best-effort system. 

- The ioad distributions (Poisson, exponential, algebraic) used in [I] a,gd above 
to derive the expected utility for a given bandmridth are not based on empir- 
ical studies. 

- In a,ddition, it is arguable whether the expected utility reaily represents the 
satisfaction of the customers with the network performance: 
If the network performance is very good most of the time but regulariy bad 
at certain tines (e.g. when important football garnes are transmitted), this 
rnight, be unacceptable for customers despite a good average utility. 

In the next section, we use a novel zpproach to avoid these drawbacks and shed 
more light on the compaxison of the two QoS systems. 

3 On the Benaefit of Service Differentiation 

When analysing a mix of different traEc types competing for bandwidth, it is not 
trivial 50 determine the amount of bandwidth the individual flows will receive 
and the delajr it expesiences. In this section, we present an analytical approach 
that - contrary to the previous approach - uses queueing theory and the TCP 
forrr,ula, as a foundati.on to calculate the overprovisioning factcr for a traEc nlix 
of elastic TCP-like tra,ffic flonrs and inelastic trafic flows. 

3.1 TraEc Types 

We assume that two types of traffic - elastic and inelastic - share a bottieneck 
link of capacity C. For inelastic t ra f fc ,  we use index 1 arid assuine that there 
are a number or" inelastic AoWs sending with a totäl rate rl.  She strictly inelastic 
trafic analysed in Section 2 did not tolerate any loss. Most m~!t~imecfia. applicä- 
tions, however, can toierate a certain level of loss. For example, a typical voice 
tra.nsmission is still understandable if some packets are lost - albeit at redxced 
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quality. \Ve model this behaviour here by making the utility of the inelastic 
traffic degrading with the pacltet loss3 and with excessive delay. 

For the elastic traffic, we use index 2; it represents file transfer trafnc with 
the characteristic SCP "sawtooth" behaviour: the rate is increased proporticnal 
to the round-trip time and halved whenever a !oss occurs. \Ire uuae a TCP far- 
mula $0 m ~ a e l  this behaviour; the two main parameters that influence the TSP 
sendiag rate are the loss probability p . ~  arid the XTT respectively the deiay qz. 
T,Ve assume there are a number of greedy elastic flows sendir~g a,s fast as the CCF 
congestion corrtrol is allo.wing them to ser,G; tlieir total rate is r:, = J ( p 2 ,  d 2 ) .  
The utility of the elastic traEc is a function of its tkroughput. 

3.2 Best-Effort Network Model 

A best-effort network cannot diferentiate between packets of the eltutic and 
inelastic traffic flaws and treluts both types of packets the saine wzy. SSe loss 
and the delay for the two traffic types is therefore equal p ~ z  = pi = p2, 4 2 ~  = 

?l = q2.  

Let p1 be the ayerage service rate of the inelastic flcws, ,;<z the olle fer eiastic 
flows, Xi the arriml rate of the icvlastic tralF,c and X2 accordicgly ihe arriv2.l rate 
of the elastic traEc. The total utilisation p is then given by p = pl +pz = +& 

c.1 P2 
and the average service rate by = f l ~ : ~ ~ " '  = 'l''~ 

p;t-pz ' 

In the best-eEort rnodei, the loss pr~babi\ity 1s the Same for both traEc 
types and can be estimated with the well-known iM/w//f/B loss formula f ~ r  a, 

given maximal queue iength oof B packets ascumlzg Markovian arrival an2 Service 
B processes (21: p a ~  = . P . 

For the queueing delay q * ~  of the bottieneck iink, the M/M/I /B  delay fcr- 
l/p I + s ~ ~ + ~ - ( B + ~ ) ~ ~  mula [2'j is used: QBE: = - 1 - o - 1 - 0 3  

The arrival rate X i  of the imla t ic  traEc is givon by the sending rates rl 
of the inelzstic flows (15) while the arrival rate X2 of the elastic traffic depends 
~ r ,  the TC? algorithm aad the ne:wcrk condition. Shere are severai contribii- 
tions like [5: 61 that describe methoas f ~ r  predicting the average iong-term SCP 
throughput, dependicg on the loss and dela-y properties of a flow. For our high- 
! O V ~  azdysis, we are not interested. in details like thc cluration o! the ccnnectioc 
establishment ; etc. Therefo'ore, VJE: use the plain square-root formula of [3] for this 
analysis; it, allows ris $0 keep the compiexity of the  resul'lng rnorie: Zow: 

with M S S  as maximxrr, segmeri'; siz,e a,sd RT'T as tl-ie roüad trip time. RTS is 
a s s - i ~ e d  to be dolninatea by the queueing d e l y  q 2 .  She i;Crsugh~ut of the q;iv:;e 

"t can be Seen 2s ar, intermgdiate application between the strictly inelastic a rd  ziie 
adaptive traffic of Sectiori 2. 



czn also Se expressed as a function of the arrival process A2 23d the loss proba- 
bility p2: 

throughput = X2 (I - pa)  (L) f 52' 

Introducing parameter t that we call %our size factor, (7) and (8) cz:1 be sirc,plifieS 
to X2 - t .- t encompasses tho M $ ' S / ' \ ~  pait of (7) and 2%~'. 

clss.&GE 1-?33z 
of the round-trip-time a.nd is used to put the TC? fiows ir?_ correct dimension t u  
the inelastic flows which are dimensioned by their fixec! seilding rate r l .  

Ac Xz is as Ixxtion 0 f - p ~ ~  arid  BE 2nd z" tl "he iJL- szme +jrze ii_?.uences J?BE a.nd. 
 BE: t.he network mode! is a r?_or,-ii3.ear eq-xation systern (see h40del I). It zan 
be solved with standard methods. 

So rnodei a QoS systeixi that differentiates Setween the inelastlc arid elactir "¿&H- 
fiq we üse priorky queüeing. The inelastic traEc receives strict aan-preemptive 
priority in time and (hü&r) space over the elctstic trafic. 

Usisg the M/M/ i  queueing rnodei the expecteci wziting time E(T?/ri) Fc?r a. 
packet of an inelastic Acw depecds on t l ~ e  experted ixlrher of packets n r k t i ~ g  
to be served E(Li) 2nd the residua.1 service time of the packet currently in the 
queue. Because non-preemptive queueing is xsed, the latter can be a type 3. 
(i~elastic fiow) or type 2 (elaut,ic fiow) packet; because the exponeritial service 

2 1 time distribotion is nemoryiess, the expected residüd service time is ot,: 

C L i p i +  
By a,pplying Little's Law [4] E(&) = XiE(Wi), we get E(Vd1) = 

1-pl ' 

So deterr~ine ihe average queiieing d e l q  q l ,  we need tho expected sojourn 
time E ( S l )  = E(1Jfl) + l/,ul: ql = E(&)  = 1Ic1Is-pzIlJz. 

1-P I  
For the secoad queue, the determination of the expected sojaurn time is rnore 

complicated. The expected waitixg time E(W2) and the sojourn tirne E(&) = q2 
for a pa,cket of type 2 is the sum of 

L - ihe residual service time So = Ci=, pi o i  :he packet csrrently in the queue 
because the queue is non-peemptive, 

- the service times Tl = E ( L l ) / p l  for all packets of priority ? 
- and the service times T2 - E ( L Z ) / p 2  for ail packets of priority 2 tha.t are 

already present waiting in the queue at the point of arrival of the new pa.cket 
of type 2 arid are therefore served before it 

- plus the service times T3 = p1 (TO + Tl + T2) for all packets of priorlty i *$hat. 
arrive during T. + Ti + T2 and that are served before the packet of type 2 
because they are of higher priority. 

The waiting time is E(W2) = lo +Tl +-T2 $ S3, for the sojourn time respeciively 
queueing delay the service time has to be acided qz = E(S2)  = E(TnJ2) + 1 / p 2 .  

2 1  PI Ciz1 P* „ 
By applying (9) and Sitt,le's Lxx [4] we get q2 = Eis2) = 1 

( l - ~ l - p i ~ z ) i i - p l )  + iz. 
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A packet of type I is not dropped as long as there are packets of type 2 
waiting in the queue that could De dropped instead. With respect to loss, the 
arrival process 1 with arrival rate Xi thus experiences a normal M/M/ l /B  queue 
with a loss probability for a packet of type 1 of pl = p?. 

1-P, 
We rnaku the sirnplifying assumption that XI is small enough so the loss for 

queire 1 is negligible pi = 0. For the low priority queue, the loss probability is 
then given by 

The first part of (10) represents the total loss o£ the queueing system; the second 
part is necessary hecause the packets of type 2 experience the complete 
loss. 

The pr i~r i ty  queueing bzsed QoS netwcrk inodel is suminarisec! in Model 2, 
it is using the Same parameters as Model 1. Like t l ~ e  bes-t-effort network model, 
it  is a non-linear equation system. 

3.4 Ut ility Funct ions 

Inelastic Tr&c. The inelastic traffic represents multimedia or other real-time 
tra.ffic that is sensitive to loss and delay. Therefore, the utility z;l of the inelastic 
fiows is rnodelled as strictly decreasing function of the loss probabllity pl acd 
the deviation of the delay ql from a reference queueing delay q „ p :  ul = 1 - 

41-4ra 
Q P P ~  - 0 9  *. 

As a reference queueing delay q„f we üse the queueing delay (19) of the QoS 
cetwork model as that is the minimum queueing de!y achievable fcr this trafic 
under the given circiamstances (nurnber of Plows: link capacity, non-preemptive 
service discipline, &C). 

Elastic 'H'rainc. The elastic trafic representa file transfer traEc. The utility of 
this traffc depends mostly on thv tbrmghput as thät deterrnines duraticn of the 
transfer. SBe atility ua is therefore model!ed as functio~l of the throughput d2:  

t us=,O-ds=ß. - - - - .  
q z . J E  

'CT& determine the parameter ,i3 so that u2 = i TOr the ma~:imum thrcughput - 

tha.t can be reached if XI = 3; both network rnodels lead to the Same ,i3 if there 
is no inelastic iraIfic. 

3.5 Evaluation 

I h e  default ?ai-ameter valües we tise for the fcllowizg eva.luatioe are giveil in 
Table 1. The effect OE parametvr variaticn is anaiyseci ia,ter. She motivatiori 
behind the utiiity pararneter ap is that the ütiiity of Lhe inelastic flows shodd 
be zero for 10% lasses (if there is no additional Oe!ay.y); for the ~arameter  n, the I 

motivation is that the utility should be zero if the belay doubles compareb to the I 

minimal dday of the QoS system. ,i3 is chosen so that the utifity of the elastic 
i 
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Table 1. Defziult Parameter l~alues for the Evaluation 

flow is 1 f ~ r  the rnaximum throughput as explained in Section 3.4. During ihe 
e~raluation mre vary wl ,  rl and t .  For tEe choice of wl ,  we assume that for the tot& 
uti1it.y evaluatiox, the inelatic Eows x e  more important than the elastic fiows 
because they are given priority over the elastic Tiows and it seerns reasonable to 
expect users to also have a higher utility evaluation for one real-time multimedia. 
fiow (e.g. a phone call) than for a file transfer. An indication for that, is the fact 
that the price per minute for a phone call nowadays is typically much higher thm 
the price Per minute for a dial-up Internet connection used for a file transfer. As 
evaluation metric mre agaii? use the werprovisioning factsr4. 

Parameter 

P 1 

Back Results. The overpro-crisioning factors 0 -  for differefit flow size fac- 
tors5 t and for differe~t weight ra,tios .wl : w2 are Cepicted on the y-axis in the 
graphs of Fig. 2. She  total sending rate rl of the inelastic flows is shown on the 
x-axis. 

Vaiue 

83.3 pkts/s 

4 For a. given rl ancl t ,  mrc determine the so'iutioo vector (pi, ql,pz, qz)  of the QoS 
network Model 2. The utility values ul = f(p1, q ~ )  and uz = f (p2,  q2)  and the 
weighted average utility Uref x e  derived from thz solution vector urith wl, W2 > 0: 

- wl~l(~l7~l)+u~zu2(~2>q2) 
u r e f  - ur1 +UQ 

The best-effort systeln based on Model 1 is overprovisiooed Vy a fa.ctor OF. The 
bandwidth respectively service rates p1 and p2 are increased by that factor C F .  
Additionaily, the buffer space B is increased by the Same factor. UWf is used as a 
reference d u e  and 3F is increased by a linear search algorithm until UEE (0-I*) - 
U r e s  

To derive an anchor point for iS, we arbitrarily determine a t o  that leads to  pl = 20% 
and to P:! = 60% using the QoS network model. This represenis a working p o i ~ t  vilth 
Al = 0.2.  p1 with a total utilisation of 80%. Every fourth packet is a multirnedia 
packet, creating a typical siiuation where a QoS system would be considered. If t 
is increased to t = 5to and Xi kept constart, then the proportior, of of rnultirnedk 
packet to file trusfer packet drops to 1 : 3.4. .4t the Same time, the aggressiveness 
of TCP against the inelastic flows increases in the best-effort network model as ca.n 
be Seen in the evaliiation resu!ts below (Fig. 2). 
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As can be Seen from the graphs, the higher the ratio wl : wz is - that is, 
the more important the inelastic fiows are for the overall utility evaluation - the 
higher the overprovisioning factor becomes. This can be expected, because for 
small overprovisioning factors the utility ul of the inelastic flows is srrtaller ir, 
the best-eflort system tSan the QoS system wkere they are prctected from the 
elastic flows because they experience Eore loss an6 delay. Ihus,  the higher ul 
is weighted in the total utiiity function U, the More bandwidth is needed in the 
best-effort systern tc compensate this effect. 

Scnding Rec of the Inelartic Flows r, [plilds] Suiding Rate af rhc Inclaitis rlowr r, [ ~ W I ]  

(a) Flow Size F'actor t = t o  (E) t = 5to 

Fig. 2. Overprovisioning Factors for the Cocfiguration of Table 1 

Comparing ihe -two graphs, it can 5e Seen that as the Aow size Factor is 
increased more overprovisioning is needed. Increming the flow sizz factor rep- 
resects increasing the nunber of eiastic (TC?) senders 2 ~ d  the aggressiveness 
of the elastic dow~.  In the best-eEort system where the inelastic Sows are not 
prctected, a higher f l o ~  size factor increases the sending rate of the eiastic 
flows on cost of additional loss and deiay for the ineiastic PLows that ir; retcrn 
has to be compensated by mcrz capaci2y ieading to a higher overpro-~isioning 
factor . 

Keeping the flow size factor constant, with an increase of the sending rate 
rl the overprovisioning factor decreases; the decrease is stronger the higher tke 
flovr size factor is. For a weight ratio of wl : w2 = 2 : 1 for exarnple tke over- 
provis i~i l i~g factor drops from rl = 2 to 40 Dy 12.0% for t = to afid 24.9% foi 
t = 5to. Shis phenomenor, can be explained the hllcwing way: When cornparing 
the resulting utility valiaes U:  and uz of the QoS system with the best-eiTori 
sysiern (@F = I), the utility value of the inelastic flo-WS ul d r ~ p s  because they 
are no longer protected. At the Same time, the utility value of the elastic f l o ~ s  
uz increases because they no longer suffer the fiill loss. TSe increase of uz is 
stronger than the decrease of ul the higher rl is, therefore for higher rl less 
overprovisioning is needed. 
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I The follo~ving discussions - unless s takd otherm~ise - are based on a. nreight 
I ratio w l  : w2 = 2 : 1 and a fiow size factor of t .= 5to. 

Different BottIeneck Resousces. Increasing the buffer space B has two a,d- 
Verse effectsj it decreases the loss rate 2nd increases the potential qileueing deiay. 
,4r, increzse of B resillts in an increaee of the overprovisionirig factor O F .  This is 
an indicatioa ihak for the utility calculz,tioni the quecleing cle!zy has a stronger 
effect than the loss rate. This is not surprising because for the M/Jd,/J/B for- 
m.u!as, the loss hecornes quickly negiigible for iarger B. 

T9 confirm this, WP reduced the queueing delay effects by setting a, = 0.05 
and repezted the experiment.. Now, with an increase of B from 10 over 15 t,o 23 
tbe adverse effect c m  be 3bserved: the overprovisioaing factor drops from 1.75 
over 1.68 to 1.66 far rl = 10. 

To conclude, the e9ect ol the buser size depends on the mtio of a, to a, in 
tho atili",~' functicn. 

Next, the reference buffer spa,ce B znU at the Same iixe the bandwidth (re- 
spectively t'ne service rztes ,ul arid pz) are doublvd; rl was increase.3 a.ccording!y. 

Compared to the previous experiment, the overprovisioning fa,ctors only in- 
creased insignificantly for t = 5to. Ir: the best-eRort system - zs can 5e Seen 
from (14) - for large B, the queueing delay  BE beeames inverse proportional 
to ihe service rate an.d therefore the bandwidth. For large B; the loss  BE 
expo~~entially approaches Zero as can be Seen from (13). Via (IS), this leads to z. 
massive increase tho eiastic rate X q  and overall i~tilisat~ion p. This explains why 
the buffer space has a larger influence than the service rate. Sirnilar arg~rnents 
hold true for the QoS system. 

The experiments of this section eva.luated the relakive performance adva.nt,age of 
a QoS system offering service differentiaticn over a plain best-effort system. The 
systems have twc resources, buffer and bandwidth. Vi7e used two types of tra.Ec 
- elastic znd iilelastic traffic - which share a bottleneck link. The e-valuation is 
based on an aggregated utility function. Ogr results are overprovisioning factors 
that show.hoa~ much the resources (bandwidth and buffer) or" the best-effort 
system have to be increased t,o offer the Same tota.1 uti.iity that ihe QoS cystern 
provides. 

Compared to the approach of Breslau azd Shenker (Section 2), the over- 
provisioning fa.ctors of the models in this section are generally higher. This 
is explained by the fact that the rnodels of Section 2 do not consider differ- 
ent traffic types sharing the bottleneck resolirces. Therefore, they miss ooe 
important aspect of QoS systems which is service differenta,t,ior? between flow 
classes. 

In today's Internet the overwhelming part of the traffic is TCP based file 
transfer traffic. As realtime multimedia applications spread and are supported, 
their initia! share 3f tra.Ec will be lom:. In our models this ca.n be represented 
Sy ra.ther low sending rates rl (few Sn~lastic Aows) and a high flow size factor 
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t (many elastic flows). Interestingly, our results show that especially for this 
combination the overprovisioning factors are the highest. Therefore, to support 
the emerging realtime traffic applications, &OS architectures have their greatest 
advant ages. 

4 Caveat 

Both sets cf models in this paper necessarily have their limitations because they 
are based or, analytical methods that by nature only allow a certain degree of 
complexity to be still solvable. The influence of the network topology has been 
neglected so far. Neither of the approaches uses a fully reaiistic traffic model that 
accounts for packet sizes, realistic variability of the packet interarrival tines an6 
SO On. 

Discussions may go on .. . 

Modell 1. Best-Effort Network Mode! 

ri Totai sending rate of the inelastic fiows [pkts/s] (given) 

t Flow size factor of the vlastic: flcws [pktsj (given) 

pi Service rate of the inelastic trzffic [~kts / s ]  (given) 

p Service rate of the eiastic traffic [pkts/s] (given) 

B Queue length [pktsj (given) 

pp, E LOSS probability 

 BE Queueing cieiay fsj 

XI Arrival rate of the inelastic t rasc at  the bottlenecic [pkts/ij 

XS Arrival rate of the elasklc tratSc at t'ae Dotileneck [pkts/sl 
p Utilisaticn cf the queue 
- 
,U Avvrage service rate [pkts/s] 

Equai; iocs 
- X i + X z  
,p Li= (11) 

P 



TVIodel 2. QoS Netvrork Modei 

pi Loss prcbability of t,he inelastic flows 

ql Queueing de1a.y of the inelastic flows fs] 

p2 Loss probabilit-y of the elast,ic fiows 

qz Queueing dela3; of the eiaqtic flcws [s] 

pl Utilisation of the queue witS inelzstic fows 

pi: Utilisatioo of the queue with elastic ecws 

Equation (15) and 

P1 = X1/p1 (17) 

,02 = h / p 2  {I81 
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